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Samantha Judge DVM
Veterinarian and Owner
Eagle’s Nest Animal Hospital
King George, VA
Breeder/Exhibitor
Sommerfeld’s Kennels
Est 1992
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Sue Brightman
Breeder/Exhibitor
Arundel Kennels
Est 1978
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Prior to Whelping
• Keep the bitch fit: Regular moderate
exercise is key (ideally walk bitch 3
miles/day)
• Feed the bitch puppy food starting at
Week 5 if pregnant; slowly increase
food so that bitch is eating about 1/3
more than pre-pregnancy intake by
Week 9; monitor weight to be sure
not getting fat
• Take the bitch’s temperature anally &
what it means (monitoring labor
progression, identifying signs of
trouble)
• Establish a temperature baseline for
week before due date (Day 63 from
date of ovulation)
• Temperature drop: 1 full degree from
baseline temperature for bitch shortly
before due date indicates bitch
should produce the mucous plug &
whelp a puppy within 24 hours or call
the vet

• Discharge while pregnant: Some is
normal if clear or straw-colored
• Ultrasound: Ideal Day 28 from
ovulation or 1st breeding (see
“Pregnancy Calendar”)
• Radiographs (xrays): Ideal Day 56
from ovulation or 1st breeding
• Planning for C-section or natural
whelping (see “Scheduling a Csection”)
• Vet coverage & communication: Your
vet is your partner in whelping a
healthy litter and deserves a courtesy
call or discussion when ultrasound is
done & again a week in advance of
due date or at radiograph
appointment. Ask if your vet provides
coverage for whelping after regular
hours (support & advice, office or
home visit, C-section)
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Scheduling a Planned C-Section
• 1-2 puppies
• Known large-sized puppies or stud
produces large puppies
• Litter over 8 puppies
• History of uterine inertia or nonprogressive labor
• No vet coverage for after hours
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Timing for a C-Section
• Progesterone test <2.5ng/ml
• Temperature drop at least 1 degree from
normal (per baseline over past week)
• Active labor but no progression (see “When
to Call the Vet”)
• Do not want c-section <Day 58 from 1st
breeding

Dam 12 hours after C-section
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Supplies to Have on Hand
all cleaned & disinfected (rubbing alcohol)

• Whelping box with pig rails (48”x 48” or
48” x 60”)

• Small and large clean towels for
whelping

• Thermometer to take bitch’s
temperature

• Newspapers or disposable pads to line
whelping box

• Room thermometer to verify room’s
temperature 80-85 degrees

• Heavy pad for whelping box

• Heating pad in separate box & towels
for bottom & cover to keep puppies
warm while dam is whelping & to go to
vet

• Calcium supplement (Nature’s Farmacy
is a good one)

• Clamps (for umbilical cords), blunt-end
scissors (to cut umbilical cords),
unwaxed dental floss (to tie off umbilical
cords), gloves, lubricant (K-Y jelly), 27 G
needle (from your vet)
• Flashlight
• Cleaning supplies (chlorine, window
cleaner, alcohol, soap)

• Oxytocin only on advice of vet

• Liver (frozen or fresh) (see “Liver
Remedy”)
• Milk replacer & human nursing bottles
with inserts (nipple size best) (see “Milk
Replacer Recipe”)
• Gripe water (in baby section of
pharmacy or better grocery store)
• Puppy collars
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Cleaning, Recommended Practices
• Instruments should be washed in
hot soapy water and dried. They
can then be wiped down with
alcohol closer to when ready to
use.
• The whelping box can be cleaned
with a disinfectant--bleach
solution (1 scant teaspoon bleach
to 1 quart water), window cleaner
. Just make sure that box has time
to dry well and air before
exposing dam and puppies to it.
• Launder bedding and towels in
warm, soapy water with a small
amount of bleach (3/4 cup to a
load of laundry).

• General cleanliness: People
should remove shoes before
entering puppy room (ideally the
house). Keep puppy room floor
cleaned with disinfectant. Do not
allow other dogs in puppy room.
Limit number of humans in with
puppies.
• Puppies should be well protected
from parvo etc by maternal
antibodies. Their protection
begins to drop when they stop
nursing.
• It is best to limit visitors to
immediate family living in home
until the puppies are 3-4 weeks
of age.
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When to Call the Vet
• Green discharge indicates
placenta detachment. If it
happens prior to real labor, get to
the vet or puppy may run out of
oxygen. After the 1st puppy, this is
normal.
• Primary inertia: No labor
• Non-progressive labor
• Active, strenuous pushing &
no puppy within 60-75
minutes
• Try walking dam for 5-10
minutes but make certain you
carry a towel & flashlight
• 1st puppy may take a while to
present but rest should come
out more quickly with vigorous
pushing

• Secondary inertia: Production of
several puppies, then no more
labor.
• It is not uncommon for dam
to take a break for 1-2 hours
but not much longer. Call vet
if no puppy after 2 hours.
• Pushing that appears “odd”,
unlike previous attempts to
produce a puppy. This could
indicate torsion of uterus
horn.
• Extreme distress, extreme pain,
excess trembling or shivering,
collapse
• No signs of labor by Day 64 after
last breeding
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Whelping
• Introduce the bitch to whelping box a • Stage 2: Delivery
• Presentation of puppy:
few days before whelping
• Expect various positions
• A warm, dry, draft-free, quiet area
including appearing to defecate
away from other dogs
• Provide steady traction to dam
• Disinfect supplies using rubbing
• May need to use glove and
alcohol
lube to ease puppy out,
especially 1st puppy
• Stage 1: Nesting behavior
•
Do NOT use any instruments to
• Labor, panting (see “Call the Vet”)
pull puppy out
• Disinterest in food for 12-24 hours
• Next puppy and timing—usually 15
prior to whelping & possible
minutes to 2 hours (see “When to
vomiting of last meal are typical
Call Vet”)
• If bitch slows in whelping midway,
• Clearing body of feces, need to be
give calcium (see “Supplies”)
walked repeatedly—make certain
• Keep track of number of placentas—
you carry a towel & flashlight
need 1 for each puppy or retained
• Mucous plug (clear glistening
placenta can pose risk to dam (discuss
glob) discharged usually 1 hour
with vet shortly after whelping
prior to a puppy; if no puppy
complete)
within 12 hours, call the vet
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Once the Puppy Arrives
• If dam does not promptly tear sac off
puppy within 1 minute, hold puppy
with small towel & break sac by
keeping puppy’s head lower than
body, inserting finger into sac under
chin & lifting sac over head
• Let dam finish taking off sac if
interested or else very promptly
remove sac & clean & dry puppy
• If puppy is not breathing, see
“Unresponsive Puppy”
• Clamp or tie umbilical cord with
dental floss & cut cord 2” from
abdomen

• Initial colostrum (early milk) is very
important for the puppy’s immune
system
• Length of time for normal bitch to get
milk: If whelping has gone normally,
give the dam a few hours to have milk
come in if it has not let down initially
& wait to supplement puppy
• Suckling will stimulate milk let down
& additional contractions to whelp
next puppy
• Identify each puppy with collar or
coloring such as nail polish

• Keep the puppy warm by placing
close to dam while praising dam
• Dam should begin to lick puppy to
stimulate it & allow attempted
suckling, while keeping puppy warm
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General Tips
• Room should be 80-85 degrees without drafts
(too warm or too cold is not healthy);
temperature can be lowered slowly after 3
days if puppies continue to steadily gain
weight & are healthy
• Weigh puppies daily for at least 14 days &
expect to see steady weight gain, doubling in
1st 3 days
• Dewclaw removal best done at 24-36 hours
*IF* puppies are stable and gaining weight
• Check hydration regularly by gently pinching
back of neck; if pinched skin sticks together,
puppy is dehydrated; if pinch quickly returns
to normal, puppy hydration normal

• Dam not having milk
(see”When Dam Doesn’t Have
Milk” & “Milk Replacer
Recipe”)
• Dam rejecting puppies: reach
out to vet or seasoned breeder
• See “Orphaned Puppies”

• Look for crying, unsettled, suckle reflex
• Diarrhea is usually caused by overeating,
leading to white or pale yellow stools—pull
puppies off dam for a while
• Puppy supplements are not recommended; if
puppies seem to need supplementation,
reach out to vet or seasoned breeder
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Unresponsive Puppy
• Vigorous Rubbing: Hold puppy
upside down to clear airway (bulb
syringe) if puppy is not breathing
at birth, while simultaneously
rubbing puppy’s back. Ideally, lay
puppy on 1 hand flat as you apply
pressure to puppy’s back to
massage the puppy firmly, letting
gravity assist with removing
fluids. Pressure between lungs &
your hand will help remove fluids
from lungs.
• If still not breathing, clear airway
with bulb syringe.

• Swinging Puppy: If still not
breathing, swing puppy by very
carefully & fully supporting the
head, neck and body in cupped
hands. Extend arms together as
high as far as you can reach & in a
full, slow arc, bring puppy (nose
down) close to floor with 1 steady
movement to express lungs.
Repeat a few times as necessary,
alternately with vigorous rubbing.
This is not the same as swinging
puppy without careful support &
slow arc (ill advised & similar to
shaken baby syndrome).
• See “Acupuncture Point”
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Unresponsive Puppy: Acupuncture Point
• If puppy is still not breathing,
apply vigorous pressure with
pecking motion to area below
the puppy’s nose with a 27 G
needle (obtained from vet). You
are tapping the bone under that
point. Do not be worried about a
small amount of blood—it does
not hurt the puppy
• Alternate vigorous rubbing,
swinging puppy, & acupressure
while keeping puppy warm
• You may listen for a heartbeat
with a stethoscope or look for
signs of breathing & continue
efforts for 20 minutes
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Care of the Dam after Whelping
• Feeding: 2-3 times pre-whelping
intake divided into 3-4 meals/day
same food as pre-whelping
• Give Mother’s Milk (see recipe) or
add to her puppy food, especially
if milk slow to come in or larger
litter; other supplementation ill
advised since milk products tend
to cause diarrhea
• Water available at all times;
encourage drinking if not readily
doing so
• Leave puppies for short potty
breaks—may require strong
encouragement

• Discharge normal unless purulent
(pus) or excessive
• Take temperature twice per day
• Expect temperature of 101102 F but if <102.5 F, call the
vet
• Eclampsia (nervousness,
unsteady, whimpering, spasms) –
call the vet
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Orphaned Puppies
• Time to reach out to vet or seasoned
breeder if you are new at feeding
puppies or having orphaned puppies
• Feed each puppy every 2-4 hours
(meaning very little or no sleep if a
moderate to large litter)
• Try bottle feeding using human baby
bottle (nipple size more appropriate)
& burp after feeding
• Tube feed if necessary (aspiration
more possible)
• Milk replacer or homemade recipe
(see recipe)
• Stimulate to urinate & defecate until
physically capable of doing by
themselves

• Burp puppies after feeding
• Use gripe water if unusually gaseous
• Very important to regularly check
hydration of each puppy (see
“Whelping”)
• Very important to weigh daily &
ensure slow but steady weight gain
• Should see puppies slightly drop
weight after birth & then regain birth
weight in 24 hours; gain double
weight in 3-4 days
• May need to house the puppies
separately if they nurse on each other
• See “Liver Remedy for Fading Puppy
Syndrome”
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We hope this presentation has given you a start on your path to
producing a healthy and happy litter by the book…. and the ability to
troubleshoot if your Berner did not read the book!
In closing, a few recipes and tips follow, as well as a few pictures:
• A puppy at 1 week after being saved from fading puppy syndrome
• The same puppy at 3 months
• A dam with a litter of 10 by C-section at 7 days
• A dam with a litter whelped naturally, now 5 weeks, weaned &
pretending to nurse
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Milk Replacer Recipe
• In blender or with mixer combine:
2 hard-boiled eggs
½ cup cottage cheese (4% fat)
½ cup plain yogurt
1 can evaporated milk (12 oz)
1 can water (12 oz)
• Blend thoroughly until smooth
• Measure amount needed to feed & heat to 100 degrees or
body temperature in microwave or in container sitting in
hot water; test on wrist
• Refrigerate the remainder until needed
• Replace after 3 days & start fresh
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When Dam Doesn’t Have Milk
Mother’s Milk
1 cup steel cut oats (NOT instant, use slow cooker or slowly cook on
stove top stirring regularly)
2 cup whole milk or goat’s milk
1 tsp honey or karo syrup
1 raw egg (wisk before adding)
Cook, cook and add:
1 cup whole milk, yogurt or goat’s milk
Add more to desired consistency
Feed as much or little as you need to maintain & milk supply.
Refrigerate the remainder until needed
Replace after 3 days & start fresh
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When Dam Doesn’t Have Milk
• Try giving Fenugreek capsules from holistic store or better
grocery store: 2-4 capsules 3-4 times per day; continue to
add until bitch smells like maple syrup then supplement with
Fenugreek to maintain level
• Try giving Sunflower lecithin: 1200mg tabs 2 tabs twice per
day
• Ask vet to assist with Reglan (metoclopramide)
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Beef Liver Remedy for Fading Puppies
http://www.cardicommentary.de/PDF-filer/Beefliver_remedy.pdf

A fading puppy is one that fails to rally & grow or nurse & appears to be
fading away with no apparent reason. This is an old remedy, but seems
to work wonders:
• Take a large piece of beef liver, add a little bit of water,
and boil slowly, about 5 minutes, until the blood comes out. Let cool,
drain the liquid and put just 4 drops (no matter the breed) into a
dropper and give to puppy.
• At first you give it every 2 hours for 12 hours, then every 4 hours.
• Continue until you feel the puppy is thriving.
• Don't use any of the liver itself, it's way too rich, just the liquid.
From Myra’s Canine Repro and Puppy Care oup, Facebook
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Puppy 1 week after being saved from fading puppy syndrome
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Same puppy at 3 mos
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Pregnancy
Calendar
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Pregnancy
Calendar
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Useful Facebook Resources
BMDCA Resource
Breeder Mentor Program
Contact: Dawn Cox, Chair
cox215@comcast.net

Useful Book
Advanced Canine Reproduction and Puppy
Care: The Seminar by Myra Savant Harris

Facebook Resources
Myra’s Canine Repro and Puppy Care
Canine Fertility, Reproduction and Neonatal Issues
Canine Reproduction and Neonatology
Discuss Responsible Breeding of Bernese Mountain Dogs
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A dam with a litter whelped naturally, now 5 weeks,
weaned & pretending to nurse
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